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Since one of the main arguments irlainst businets as
part of liberil education Seems to be that it has practical
applicability, one should loolowdeeper'idto,the use of the more
traditional liberal education subjects. Historically, what we
interpret as pure libetai-educatidi had at the sate time high
practical vial* this is still true. Oat seems tc aake,business to
differbmt.4 Ottrt/y that business involves huge suits cf moneyvand

-coney is solebow suspect in academe. Theoretical and philosophral is
, well-as practical caisiderations are becoming more glad soreo part of C

business, and thus of business education, and beara close
relationship tt other subjects taught as part of the liberal artsI
educatign, (144or/HSE) .
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1 student enrollments while Colleges of Arts end Science face smaller and smaller

'return to true liheral education. Depending.which side one stands on, *the

classes.' At the same time there is a demand the 'return to the basics and a- .

, 1
In moSt American universitiei'the Colleges of Business report inereiling
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basis mean either the traditional humanistic subjects or a mbre practicallyi' i
so oriented education. Accepting the position that a return to the basics means a

Al.
.

return to true liberal iducation, two questions arise:' I) What is liberal
. ,

.t.

education, and 2).Who in the university Is:entitled to a share in the liberal

education program?

In order to answer the first question it is helpful to look at.historical

/""cdefinitions' historical curricula of feral tducatrnal institutions: In,

. (_) */

the middle ages liberal lducatiori consisted of a study or the seven liberal arts:

grammar, rhetoric, logiC, geometry, arithmetic, music, and astronomy. In the
'*

urban schools of the twelfth century, the study of theoretical, practical, logical,

and mechanical philOsophy followed the stbdy of the seven libera) arts. The

study of mechanical philosophy included the processing of wool, navigation,
., ,-

medicine,%end agriculture. ,These subjects were obviously considered very important

(h, . to a functipuing, in the pract ical world and therefore considered -part of ahigher

t%
.

liberalleducation'in the cities.
.

4 '

.. for the Humanist the goal of liberal-education was the development of) ,

f .. . .

harmony and dquilibriUm within man. The affairs of-man -and his wotldly aspirations '

became of interest. In humanism we are however confronted with an elite education.'

'then Erksmus talks about education, he always talks about the dducation of a tmall

group of people who would assUme leadership phsitions in life.- He is interested

in the education of the prinae.end.the sch010)1Who Would not worry about the.
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mondane things of life: The liberal education poposed by men like Erasmus,

Vergerio,'and da Feltre.was.meant to prepare students fortheir stations in

the elite.

/Tht Renaissance-ideal of the educated man wai'someone who could do fiany

4W
things well, the man who could handle his private and public affairs with

, competence. The ideal gentleman is based on this concept.- The gentleman of

P
_

41 _fienryj'eacham had to show, among other things, ability in cosmography, geometry,
Il

;--
poetry, music, sculpture, drawing, and painting. He was the polished man.

At the beginging of the 19th century Humboldt, the German philnSopher and

educator, turned away from education as service to society. He stressed the

-Cultivation of the individual as all important. This separation resulted in a

A snobbish and tragic detachment fromAociety. It developed an intellectual who

sf/orned the practical affairs of the werld and who was not well equipped fo deal

with it when he tried. This detachment stands in sharp contrast to the Renaissance

ideal of the educated man.

rn 1853, the English Cardinal John Henry Newman demanded that.the university

educate a man who could fill any post with credit, and who could master any subject

with facility:- At first glince this is a,return to the'Renaissance ideal insofar

as it'stresses the whole man, but Newman carefully distinguished between. liberal

education and technical, education, and he very definitely was against any profes-

sional .or technical edudation in the university.

Fn the 20th century Robert M. Hutchins and Mortimer D. Adler hae been the ,

.ti / --

Min advocates of a liberal, humanistic education. In their opinion liberal
. . ,

educat4on is the cultivation of the intellect through grammar,,rhetor?C, logic,

theoretical.mathematies, and the study of the classics.. Liberal:educttion is seen'
.

.

. -Aslii41 in content and ai since truth is permanent and never chahges. It has

. ben Mist expressed in the works of the classtcs, and therefore a study of the
,

I.

4b ,
a
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classics provides the best path" to get to that truth.

Liberal Arts Colleges have been carefully stating their philosophies

over the last deco".. Vassar for example sees'as.the purpotelif liberal education

the achievement of depth andrange of knowledge; recognition of the different kinds

ofknowledge. their scopes and relevance to each other; immediate experience of

creative idea, works of art, and scientific discoveries; developmeht of_the powers'7

of60eason and imaginan; and increased knowledge of oneself_
.

In spite of controversies and changes through history'advocates of libefai
. .

Oducatieni with the ekception of Humboldt, state a.consistent goal of libezt

educationthe education of a free man who can function well in his world. Most

liberal educators today would agree to that definition, but the prbblem isthat

we cannot agree on edefinition of free man and even less on what functioning in

this world means.

The world his changed 5o tremendously that a well functioning liberally
. ,

educated humanist of the 14th century would be completely lost in ;May's world:
. .

Todayle can no linger affordto,and We are no longer interested in giving

edueatioo to a smallelite-onIy.- We try to, educate everybpdy. In aM ever faster

changing World adaptability and adjustment become. important aspects of educatfort.

. -

These problems were next to unknown in the last-century. -Life was stable, social
t

'norms and values were accepted traditions. .People-knew their "places" in life-

P.

Even though the definition of liberal education has remained rather
. .

,unchanged through the centuries, tiit exact-curriculum content of liberal education

has changed. Gradually the study of physics,thitonaturll history was added

to e liberal arts curriculum. If:asked today; most .educators who do "believe in

libe 1 education would insist on the stuipOof English and'moderh langUages as

) a.

. . r.

.

trad tonal parts of any liberal educatiOn.1111Woking at old curricula it is
.

amazing to see hod late the study of English literature and Modern languages has
, .

.3
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entered the halls of fiberal,educition. The study of:English graimar was intro-
,

duced at the beginning ollthe 19th century, before English literature. EnlliSh
.

,

. , . ,
. '

.
.

-, , granter, however, was usually studied together with Latin grammar with the emphasis
. ,

4106 Latin: At Miami Unive,rsi4 of Oxford, Ohio, the study oflhglith literature,

appears for the first time in the catalogue of 1848, whereas Political EconoMics

is:listed already in 1845.

AP

subject.matter of the humanities is closer.to ordinary life thap that of physical

science, becatise the,hum4nities prepare man for thinking, fir making decisions in

In order,.to.answer. the'question"wbo should.,e_resoansible.for liberal_edUcation,

. .

we have to look at whom the colleges educated atvarious-xtimes. According to past

records, most'students,entertd the ministry and many became lawyers.. One Wig
.*

.
,

argument that advocates of liberal educatitn bring forwirdOs that it educatv the"
11

mind, that liberal education isnot and should not be training for a profession,

it should not be vocational. 'Yet, looking through old catalogues it-i5 quite

. -

obvious that the liberal education at most universities was not all that, detached .

from the practical pikations of-the students. To be ministers these students

needed. Greek, Latin, philosophy, and these subjects were definitely the core of

the corrituTum. A back4round_jn Latfn was also essential for the study of Medicine.,

With fewer people going into the ministry today and with the decreasing importance

of Latin fdr medicine, the question arises -whether this curriculum still is the,
.)

only curriculum which preVides a-liberal educitio'n?

Many advocates of traditional liberal education express a very defiriite

aversion to what they consider practical studies: It is 'often claimed that the,

household, religion and politics. These people inOst that it is the business of the

liberal college to provide richness ofmind, and in their.opinion the crafts._

techfliques, and social skills are simply not on the saide level as the great achieve-

merits of the humetn spirit in philosophy, literature and religion.. The demands of

5
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these people that liberal'education should prepare man for decisions in his
.

luture.warld are-identical with the Renaissance, but li fe has changed, and if can

no longer' be taken for granted that the humanistic subjects hold the monopoly in

liberal \_ucdtion.
. .°

i
.

. One of the prdblems of our times is that we.hae "lost a binding philosophy
.

andvalde system, We often do respanch which produces numbers but does not pro-
.

Ode us: with guidance and direction because we_don't know what_ our goals are.

In overcoming this problem a study of philosophy is essential; but, at the same

time thii Philosophy cannot be detached from our livbs. An isolated study of
.

.

OhilosOPhy or the clAssics will produce ivery tower scholars who make their

.decisiols in a vacuum. Liberal learning hes to concentrate on last* values and .

.e .

rng

at the)same time be mean' ful for the herf,and now. To those who argue that this

i5 a watering down of s dards and giving up liberal education ilpAls one can' ,

answer thif liberal education through the c,nturies has never been rigid, that it.

has always changed and always adapted to the changing-conditions of life, and that

this change has. always been deriounce4 by traditional lists. If the truly educated

man is.th one who can run his affairs well and think And function in today's

world, he has to be able to master more than the traditional humanistic.curri-

'cilium. , Life has become omplex,and'Our own penebrat'affairs are more complicated --)

-. - . .

t, an ever.. A person in our society -has to make decisions about whom to vote for,
. .

..,

-how to handle his inc&e, in *tat to invest, how to evaluate governmentt actions.
,
.

.

'Without a.knowled.ge'of management, accunting, finance, law; and economics we
; t.

simply cannot make.eaOCated and valid decfsilps. Business iR that senso is not
f

just the teacbing of a:trade; it is an integral pareof being able to manage one's

'Own affairi wisely. If 'liberal education educates the whole man, then education

'in bus. ess has to be pik of ,his education:.

still remaini the argument that'post people who study pUtiness do so

-

3.
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. because they want tb-become businessmen;"therafore business colleges are trade

SChoqls, and it should not be the task of the university to educate tradesmen

and technicians for industry: f
4

This argument can.be countered on several accounts. Most business programs

do not turn out the marrow.specialist that most critics envision,. and many of. the

critics who come from Arts and Science prep their students for future careers

just as we do in business. Listening/ to the critics one sometimes get the
A s .

feeling that liberal edlication impiovesiwithAecreasing practicality and increasing

etachment from real life. It is interesting that,any newcomers t' the field of
ID

'beradi,education'hae always been considered ii worthy of admittive. This is

lb
e for English, iodern languages,-s.ciences,.and now, for fusiness. Somehow the

A

nir has always been suspect in the halls of the liberal education gods. It is

alio interesting to observe that those who finally were admittedhalways tried

to lose the doors behind them so-that from now on the rea)lin,wo ld be clean.and

uncontaminated by new trivialities.

How "pure are the studies of liberal education? Since'one of the maim

erg nts against business as part of liberal education seems tube that it has

practi4a1 applicability, one sh6uld look deeper into the use of the'more tradi-

tional iberaleducation subjects. As pointed out above, the education at many
.

e
.universi ies was geared towards theltinistry, law, and medicine.: (In.Europe

medicine nd law are still core studies at any university in contrast to 'America Y- 6
r

where t two diliplines have been set aside in professional schools. In,

America we ire lawyers an doctors, but at the same time many people

are not 'uite worthy of eqqal standing in academia.) For-those profesSTFins
4 !

4

the liberal ed ation provided was very relevant preparation for, a profestib.n.

What we interp t as pure liberal education had at the "Same time high pra4Vcal
Nt

r !

46
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relevance. ThiS is still true today. The person who studies literature for

example often teaches it afterwards. In that then these studies are also a

prepWratiOn for a profession 4r _career. 'And yet, these studies, according to

manyTeople, hold the exclusive key.to enlightenment, wholeness, -and self-
. .

fulfillment.
11

it is it then that makes business so different It is piftly corrected

.with t4 fact that businessmen handle money or at least make'decisiens which

involve huge SUMS of money, and money somehow is suspect.
.

Throughout history mart has- always had a love-hate relationship with money;

We all want it, at the same time we look down on the person who handles it. Money

As'dirty, iris' too close to'the realities of life, and business as a result is

extremely suspect by thd "pure" academic subjects.

We often hear the argument from Arts and Scienee that our businessmen need

more educatiOn in academic subjects, particularly philosophy and ethics. This is

. definitely true. The numerous scandals in industry over the last few years bave

brought this need very clearly out into the open, but unless the person who teaches.

the businessman unde-r-stand-sillre-

detached from reality. If the philosopher wants to fnterpret life, the direction

of man, t)e has'to first sed"what life now is like. This then means that the trUlly

liberally educated philosopher has to be able-to manage his business affairs well

and wftely too. Instead of fighting each other business and the humanities shoUld

get together. The definition of liberal education still holds: the education of

the whole man who can function well Nn his world, who ii vthical'and moral. The

humanities alone will not by abld to educate this man, and business cannot do N.

1 '

either. The person studying business needs n solid background
,

in ethics, philosophy,

hist9ry, language. The fact.that values change does not mean there are no perma-

nent values. Business fo; example has to understan4 thy the concern f6.?..:;the_ , or
A

8-
-A
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environment bas gown. Business has to.understand tile basis for this congeh:

More and more businesses go international. .)h order to. be successful in this I

venture, businessmen have to develop an understanding for different approOles
4 ' t

to life; they have to understand different cultures and languages; they have Ito

know about history as a shaping force:
...

Over- the last few years many,busine4fes have showrf a gr% owing .concern over

'business practices. EverybOdy is aware of the scandals that kickbacks,' illegal

topaign. contributions, and briberies have created. In light of this many

comObnies have developed ethical guidelir for their eiployees. To set up mean-

ingful rules, however, a badsground in eta 1s essential,'otherwise we try to/

solve every problem individually. Unless we.understand the concepts behi d

rules; we are lost in meaningless detail. The federal 'government, for exarriple,
,.

.. ,

has issued a rule that federal employees are not allowed to accept present's above

3150 from people erig4ed in lobbying. This rule is precise but, by setting the

limit at $150,tit indicates that a gift of-$149 wom4-4-not-rtalatthe ethical rule.

The precise rule does not necessarily reflect the spirit of the rule. It is

extremely hard tip legislate ethicalbehavior-unless we understand the ethical

foundation.

Many business colleges across the country 'have sfarted to tevelOp their own

courses in business ethics and social responsibility of business. Why? Usually

.the philosophers who could tench these classes do not know anything of don't care

about business. These courses taught by philosophers are.thettefore detached from

the practical concern of business. If the philosopher wants to educate the student

, of today to make good and valid decisions'he his to understand the environment these

decisions have to be made.in. This means that the truly liberally educated philo-

sopher has to be able to understand.the workings of business. Many universities

11.4 one of their objectives theeducation Of the enlightened citizen who cbn
. -
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Make wise and'responsible.choices, In'order-lo fulfill this goal the good:'.-/

citizen needs an understanding, Ot business, ffairs. Meihave to understand the
. .

issues in order to'get to the core of the p oblem. e'

Over the last decade the problem of pollbtion has come moie'anc, more to our
.

attention. Many people believe that pollution has to be limited, but to be for or

against pollution control is not en The educated perion will ioOk;iiiheA
implications and consequences of oollution.control or lack of it. How does

* .

pollution 'control affect thefinances pf a wmpany, the investment of the stock-
,

holders, the price of copsumer goods? Is the pppOsed program actually lIelping

or does it simply spend money without achieving much? He will be able to ask the

'right questioni and consequently Make better decision.

Should social 'legislatic be supported or not? 'Support or rejection are

based partly on our4hilosophica position, but here a decision-baseebn underlying

facts will be the better one too. Assuming one supports social legislation, one
.

\AI*: st have to evaluate different approaches and programs.t Where is the money

44pg from? Shooliltaxes be raised and if so, how will a raise affect the tax-.

ji-
pager? AC, is really paying forla program? Who should benefit from a program?

Sind the late 60's co anies have come more.;and more-under attack for making
/ .
excessive profits, or, as Nader calls it, "obscene'profits. What does thjel.iterm

mean? There was the outcry from some,critics that the oil companies made 300%
4

profit which was considered bad and robbing the American people. Hardly anybody
_. - ..

bothered toask 300% profit on wh.at., compared to what but'all critics agreed that
.. "

thfs,s wai bad. The statement itself is a display of ignoranceor attempt to/CT;w1

issues. By itself it is meaninlets. The liberally educated persbn'haimrto evi4uate'

.

information ditically and be able to accept or reject it intelligently. 411e has
,

to understand what are profits, what are losses, NOW does.a company arrive at its ,. .

r i
r.

.

figuroS. This is hardly possible Without a basic understanding of accounting and
.

10
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the mastery of the business vocabulary as'taught in.business courses. Managemen

is an integral part of true li'beral education too. All of us have to manage our '

.w. .

.own affairs, but beyond that as voters we have to understand the management of

government at various 4evels. A knowledge of management tools and princ iples,

.e
a study of how people relate to each 1-Itr could help in deciding whether

management ts effective ot needs improvement and whether improvement is,posSible.

It will help in setting up effective management's° that the money will actually

go to programs and hot be eaten up* the management process itself.

Many of our problems are communication problems. We a unable to relate

to. others effectively. This is particularly /rue for business situations. Coursod

in business.communicativis help in sharpening language awareness and language si ill

4
and'in-developing the ability to thf4 logically in business situations.

An educated person'has to bass decisions 'on facts and not simply

11.:\lemotions. It is unworthy of a liberally edutated person to break out in statementi,
.

,

, about exploitation of the consumer, lack of social responsibility of 6uSiness, and

badfeanagenent unless that persen his looked at the problems and weighed alterna-
. .

.,
..

tives. This is.-hardly possible withoutpan understanding "of business.
- .

)

If the great liberal'educators of the past like Erasmus, da Feltre, Vives,

lived today, they would have to include eusjoess into their lfberaf education-

prograTs because business is an integral part in the dTmlopment of the Wholeman.
. .

11
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